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Joe Cahill A Life In The Ira
Irish Political Prisoners presents a detailed and gripping overview of
political imprisonment from 1920-1962. Seán McConville examines the
years from the formation of the Northern Ireland state to the release
of the last border campaign prisoners in 1962. Drawing extensively
and, in many cases, uniquely on archives and special collections in
the three jurisdictions, and interviews with survivors from the
period, McConville demonstrates how punishment came to embody and
shape the nationalist consciousness. Irish Political Prisoners
1920-1962 commences with the legacy of the Anglo Irish and Irish Civil
Wars - militancy, division and bitterness. The book travels from the
embedding of Northern Ireland’s security agenda in the 1920’s, and the
IRA’s search for a role in the 1930’s (including the 1939 bombing
campaign against Britain) to the decisive use of internment during the
war and the border campaign years. This volume will be an essential
resource for students of Irish history and is a major contribution to
the study of imprisonment. .
Soon to be a major motion picture from Academy Award–winning director
Guillermo del Toro and starring Bradley Cooper, Cate Blanchett, Rooney
Mara, and Toni Collette. Nightmare Alley begins with an extraordinary
description of a carnival-show geek—alcoholic and abject and the
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object of the voyeuristic crowd’s gleeful disgust and derision—going
about his work at a county fair. Young Stan Carlisle is working as a
carny, and he wonders how a man could fall so low. There’s no way in
hell, he vows, that anything like that will ever happen to him. And
since Stan is clever and ambitious and not without a useful streak of
ruthlessness, soon enough he’s going places. Onstage he plays the
mentalist with a cute assistant (before long his harried wife), then
he graduates to full-blown spiritualist, catering to the needs of the
rich and gullible in their well-upholstered homes. It looks like the
world is Stan’s for the taking. At least for now.
Numerous democratic nations have been singled out by NGOs for
brutality in their modus operandi, for paying inadequate attention to
civilian protection or for torture of prisoners. This book deals with
the difficulties faced when conducting asymmetric warfare in populated
areas without violating humanitarian law.
From Partition to Brexit is the first book to chart the political and
ideological evolution of Irish government policy towards Northern
Ireland from the partition of the country in 1921 to the present day.
Based on extensive original research, this groundbreaking and timely
study challenges the idea that Irish governments have pursued a
consistent set of objectives and policies towards Northern Ireland to
reveal a dynamic story of changing priorities. The book demonstrates
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how in its relations with the British Government, Dublin has been
transformed from spurned supplicant to vital partner in determining
Northern Ireland’s future, a partnership jeopardised by Britain’s
decision to leave the European Union. Informed, robust and innovative,
From Partition to Brexit is essential reading for anyone interested in
Irish or British history and politics, and will appeal to students of
diplomacy, international relations and conflict studies.
Life of Tom Horn, Government Scout and Interpreter, Written by
Himself, Together with His Letters and Statements by His Friends
Irish Republicanism, Memory Politics and Policing
An Oral and Interpretive History
One Thing You Can't Do In Heaven
The Life and Times of a West Belfast Irish Republican
Gerry Bradley's Life in the IRA
Lost Tomorrows

The biography of John Joseph Cahill, a Labor hero whose life
was spent fighting, often against the odds, for a better
deal for ordinary people. He was a great achiever who is
best remembered for giving Australia the Sydney Opera House.
Winner of the Shamus Award and Lefty Award Would you risk
your own soul to avenge the death of a loved one? A phone
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call thrusts Rick Cahill's past and all its tragic
consequences into his present. Krista Landingham, his former
partner on the Santa Barbara Police Department, is dead.
When Rick goes to the funeral in the city where his wife was
murdered and where he is seen as guilty for her death in the
eyes of the police, he discovers that Krista's death may not
have been a tragic accident, but murder. Hired by Krista's
sister, Leah, to investigate, Rick follows clues that lead
him to the truth, not only about Krista's death, but about
the tragedy that ruined his life. Along the way, Leah shows
him that his life can be salvaged, and he can feel love
again if he can just move beyond his past. But the past is
Rick's present and will always be until he rights his one
great wrong. In the end, Rick is left with a decision that
forces him to confront the horrific actions he'll need to
take to exact revenge and achieve redemption. A hard-boiled
PI thriller perfect for fans of Robert Crais and T.
Jefferson Parker While all of the novels in the Rick Cahill
PI Crime Series stand on their own and can be read in any
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order, the publication sequence is: Yesterday's Echo Night
Tremors Dark Fissures Blood Truth Wrong Light Lost Tomorrows
Blind Vigil Last Redemption (coming November 2021)
Revolutionary; statesman; polymath: Frank Aiken cuts a
colossal figure in twentieth century Irish history. However,
he remains a controversial figure regarded as a war criminal
by some and a principled proponent of National liberation by
others. In this engaging biographical collection,
contributors scrutinise Aiken s thoughts and actions at
several critical junctures in modern Irish and world
history, taking readers through the War of Independence,
Civil War, the birth of the new state, the Second World War,
the Cold War and the modern Northern Ireland Troubles.
Divided into two sections Nationalist and Internationalist
and based on an unrivalled breadth of testimony from
academics, family members, rivals and colleagues, this study
ultimately details the footprints Aiken left on the national
and international political stage. Aiken owed his early
eminence to military rather than political leadership; he
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was commandant of the 4th Northern Division of the IRA
during the War of Independence and was driven to undertake
the most daring and spectacular feats of the Irish Civil
War. He went on to become the Chief of Staff of the AntiTreaty IRA but was expelled for backing de Valera s plan for
a Republican government the beginnings of Fianna Fáil.
Thereafter his instrumental role was to be political: a
Minister for Defence, Finance, and External Affairs over the
course of the following decades; he was to oversee much
success and controversy in the burgeoning state. This
biography represents the first deserving assessment of a
monumental personality in 20th century Irish History.
Chronicles the criminal career of the gangster who provided
a protection racket against drug lords, ran illegal
gambling, robbed banks, and served as an informant for the
FBI until going into hiding for sixteen years.
Night Tremors
Proceedings and Debates of the ... Congress
Buried Dreams
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A Belated Biography of a Rather Exceptional Politician :
John Joseph Cahill
Encyclopedia of Terrorism
Frank Aiken
Catalogs groups, individuals, and incidents that have been associated with violent extremism.
Some of the legendary gunmen of the Old West were lawmen, but more, like Billy the Kid and Jesse
James, were outlaws. Tom Horn (1860–1903) was both. Lawman, soldier, hired gunman, detective,
outlaw, and assassin, this darkly enigmatic figure has fascinated Americans ever since his death by
hanging the day before his forty-third birthday. In this masterful historical biography, Larry Ball, a
distinguished historian of western lawmen and outlaws, presents the definitive account of Horn’s
career. Horn became a civilian in the Apache wars when he was still in his early twenties. He fought
in the last major battle with the Apaches on U.S. soil and chased the Indians into Mexico with
General George Crook. He bragged about murdering renegades, and the brutality of his approach to
law and order foreshadows his controversial career as a Pinkerton detective and his trial for murder
in Wyoming. Having worked as a hired gun and a range detective in the years after the Johnson
County War, he was eventually tried and hanged for killing a fourteen-year-old boy. Horn’s guilt is
still debated. To an extent no previous scholar has managed to achieve, Ball distinguishes the truth
about Horn from the numerous legends. Both the facts and their distortions are revealing, especially
since so many of the untruths come from Horn’s own autobiography. As a teller of tall tales, Horn
burnished his own reputation throughout his life. In spite of his services as a civilian scout and
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packer, his behavior frightened even his lawless companions. Although some writers have tried to
elevate him to the top rung of frontier gun wielders, questions still shadow Horn’s reputation. Ball’s
study concludes with a survey of Horn as described by historians, novelists, and screenwriters since
his own time. These portrayals, as mixed as the facts on which they are based, show a continuing
fascination with the life and legend of Tom Horn.
A history of the Official Irish Republican movement, from the IRA's 1962 ceasefire to the Official
IRA's permanent ceasefire in 1972. The civil rights movement, the outbreak of violence in August
1969, the links with the communist party, the Official IRA's campaign, the ceasefire, and later
developments towards 'Sinn Fein the Workers' Party', are explored. "This book is the first in-depth
study of this crucial period in the history of Irish republicanism. Using his unprecedented access to
the internal documents of the movement and interviews with key participants Swan's work will
transform our understanding of this transformative period in the history of the movement.", Henry
Patterson, Author of 'The Politics of Illusion: A Political History of the IRA' and 'Ireland Since
1939'. "There is much fascinating material ... and also much good sense.", Richard English, Author
of 'Armed Struggle, A History of the IRA' and 'Radicals and the Republic: Socialist Republicanism in
the Irish Free State'.
Please God, Not Two: This Killer Called Alcoholism is the sequel to the heartfelt memoir of a
woman's life in Someone Stop This Merry-Go-Round; An Alcoholic Family in Crisis ( June 2009).
This sequel follows her silent suffering after losing her husband
The Mind of the Terrorist
A Comparative Perspective
Terrorism, Violent Radicalisation, and Mental Health
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IRA Freedom Fighter
They Called Him Old Smoothie
Please, God, Not Two
An Oral History of the Provisional Irish Republican Movement

Out of the Ashes is the definitive history of the Provisional Irish
Republican movement, from its formation at the outset of the modern
Troubles up to and after its official disarmament in 2005. Robert
White, a prolific observer of IRA and Sinn Féin activities, has amassed
an incomparable body of interview material from leading members
over a thirty-year period. In this defining study, the interviewees
provide extraordinary insights into the complex motivations that
provoked their support for armed struggle, their eventual reform, and
the mind-set of today’s ‘dissidents’ who refuse to lay down their
arms. Those interviewed stem from every stage of the Provisionals’
history, from founding figures such as Seán Mac Stiofáin, Ruairí Ó
Brádaigh and Joe Cahill to the new generation that replaced them:
Martin McGuinness, Danny Morrison, and Brendan Hughes among
others. Out of the Ashes is a pioneering history that breaks new
ground in defining how the Provisionals operated, caused worldwide
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condemnation, and were transformed by constitutional politics.
First published in 2004, this provocative and remarkable book is the
first significant study of how the Clinton administration revolutionized
US policy toward Northern Ireland in the 1990s. Based on interviews
with the major actors in the episode, Timothy Lynch examines in
detail how the internal American turf war fought over Northern
Ireland shaped the quality and character of US engagement. Turf War
will be essential reading for all those seeking to understand American
policy toward Northern Ireland; the institutional dynamics of US
foreign policy after the cold war; the perils of locking terrorists into a
democratic process; and US interventions more broadly.
Joe CahillA Life in the IRAThe O'Brien Press
On November 20, 1903, Tom Horn was hanged in Cheyenne, Wyoming,
for the murder of a fourteen-year-old nester boy. Horn-army scout
and interpreter for Generals Willcox, Crook, and Miles in the Apache
wars, Pinkerton operative, cattle detective, and "King of
Cowboys"-was hanged like a common criminal, many think
mistakenly. His own account of his life, written while he was in prison
and first published in 1904, is not really a vindication, says Dean
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Krakel in his introduction. "While the appendix is spiked with
interesting letters, testimonials, and transcripts, they don’t really add
up to anything in the way of an explanation of what really happened."
Regardless of Horn’s guilt or innocence, his story, beginning when he
was a runaway Missouri farm boy, provides a firsthand look at scout
Al Sieber in action, at the military both great and small, at the wily
Geronimo, the renegade Natchez, and old Chief Nana of the Apaches.
An Executive's Guide to Energy Efficiency, Conservation, and
Generation Strategies
Northern Ireland: A Very Short Introduction
Whitey Bulger: America's Most Wanted Gangster and the Manhunt
That Brought Him to Justice
Norfolk and Western Magazine
Inside the Mind of Serial Killer John Wayne Gacy
Democracies at War against Terrorism
Tom Barry
Between 1917 and 1981, 22 Irishmen died on hunger strike. Now,
for the first time, the stories of the hunger strikers are
chronicled in one book, bringing to light previously hidden
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histories. From the deaths on hunger strike of Thomas Ashe in
1917 and Terence MacSwiney in 1920, while imprisoned by the
British government, to the death in 1981 of Michael Devine, the
last republican prisoner to die on hunger strike, Pawns in the
Game teases out the tangled mesh of the politics and psychology
of those who adopted this radical protest of last resort and
those who allowed them to die. It is a story of fanaticism,
pride and injustice, and the indifference of former comrades
when power in the Dáil beckoned. Key interviewees include Gerry
Kelly, Raymond McCartney, Pat Sheehan and Danny Morrison.
'I was born in a united Ireland, I want to die in a united
Ireland.' Born in Belfast in 1920, Joe Cahill has been an IRA
man motivated by this ambition all his life. IRA activists
rarely speak about their lives or their organisation, but here
Cahill gives his full and frank story, his viewpoint, his
experiences -- from Northern Irish prison cells of the 1940s, on
a death sentence, to Washington when the Good Friday Agreement
was being negotiated. He tells of the visit he made to Colonel
Gaddafi to arrange for arms and ammunition, and the fateful
voyage of the Claudia; Bloody Sunday and the burning of the
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British Embassy in Dublin; the high-drama helicopter escape of
IRA prisoners from Portlaoise Jail. This is the story of an
extraordinary journey, Cahill's own life mirroring the growth,
changes and development of the republican movement as a whole
through more than sixty years of intense involvement.
This book represents the first interdisciplinary study of how
memory has driven and challenged the political transition of
Irish republicanism from armed conflict to constitutional
politics through endorsing policing and the rule of law in the
North of Ireland. Locating itself within memory studies,
critical criminology and transitional justice, this book uses
original interviews with political activists, community workers
and former combatants from across the spectrum of modern Irish
republicanism to draw out how the past frames internal tensions
within the Irish republican constituency as those traditionally
opposed to state policing structures opt to buy into them as
part of a wider transitional process in post-conflict Northern
Ireland. The book critiques the challenges of making peace with
the enemy against a backdrop of communal narratives and memories
of historic injustice, counterinsurgency policing and human
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rights abuse that do not simply disappear when war turns to
peace. Through a rich empirical basis the book offers an insight
into these challenges from the perspective of those who were,
and remain, in the thick of the Irish republican debate on
policing. In doing so it provides an acute insight into the role
that individual and collective memory plays in reshaping
ideological outlooks, understanding processes of political
transition, contextualising 'moving on' processes with former
enemies and conditioning views of post-conflict police reform.
Electronic Inspection Copy available for instructors here This
new edition of Doing Business in Europe covers all of the key
topics covered on European Business courses at both
undergraduate and postgraduate level, making it a must-have for
students and practitioners alike. Written in a clear and
accessible way, this new textbook has been fully revised and
updated to take into account recent developments in Europe,
changing European Union policies and the resulting business
implications. This new edition draws a stronger link between the
European business environment and the real business implications
facing companies operating in Europe. This easy-to-follow text
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addresses the challenges and opportunities facing those doing
business in Europe, while setting these in a global context. New
to this edition: - Expanded coverage of lobbying, SMEs and
globalization - New real-life case studies using a wide range of
examples from across Europe - Extensive pedagogical features
including a glossary, revised discussion questions and more mini
case studies An accompanying comprehensive companion website
www.sagepub.co.uk/suder2e provides you with full-text journal
articles, an Instructor's Manual, PowerPoint slides and a
country-by-country study. The website also provides additional
case studies, video material, and a multiple choice testbank for
lecturers.
Congressional Record
Nationalist and Internationalist
The Origins and Rise of Dissident Irish Republicanism
Britain's Secret Agents in Ireland
Joe Cahill
Official Irish Republicanism, 1962 to 1972
Power Economics
Are you ready for eternity? If so, are you helping others get ready for that journey into eternity
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that each of us must take? As believers, we all know we should tell others about the Lord, but we
often don't know how. This practical book will give you ideas for starting conversations,
examples of witnessing situations, and answers to common questions, to help encourage,
challenge, and equip you to reach both friends and strangers for Jesus the rest of your life! Publisher.
Anthony, Shamus, and Lefty Award Finalist Powerful forces on each side of the law have Rick
Cahill in the crosshairs Nightmares of the man he killed two years ago still chase Rick Cahill
through his sleep. The memory of his murdered wife haunts him during waking hours. His
private investigative work, secretly photographing adulterers, paid for his new house but stains
his soul. When an old nemesis asks for his help to free a man from prison, a man he thinks is
wrongly convicted of murder, Rick grabs at the chance to turn his life around. His investigation
takes him from the wealthy enclave of La Jolla to the dark underbelly of San Diego. His quest
fractures his friendship with his mentor, endangers his steady job, and draws the contempt of the
Police Chief who has tried to put Rick behind bars forever. With the police on one side of the
law and a vicious biker gang on the other, all trying to stop him from freeing the man in prison,
Rick risks his life to uncover the truth that only the real killer knows—what happened one bloody
night eight years earlier. Perfect for fans of David Baldacci While all of the novels in the Rick
Cahill PI Crime Series stand on their own and can be read in any order, the publication
sequence is: Yesterday's Echo Night Tremors Dark Fissures Blood Truth Wrong Light Lost
Tomorrows Blind Vigil Last Redemption (coming November 2021)
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The life story of one of Ireland's most politically active priests and human rights campaigners,
touching on many of Northern Ireland's controversial episodes of the last 30 years.
The Congressional Record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the United
States Congress. It is published daily when Congress is in session. The Congressional Record
began publication in 1873. Debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in The Debates and
Proceedings in the Congress of the United States (1789-1824), the Register of Debates in
Congress (1824-1837), and the Congressional Globe (1833-1873)
Nightmare Alley
Tom Horn in Life and Legend
Braiding Rage and Sorrow
The Psychology of Terrorism from the IRA to al-Qaeda
Irish Political Prisoners 1920-1962
The Story of the Official IRA and the Workers' Party
The Logic of Terrorist Threats

BRADLEY SPEAKS OUT FOR THE FIRST TIME – WITHOUT PERMISSION
FROM THE IRA The IRA was Gerry Bradley’s life. His sole interest was in ‘ops’ –
carrying out on-the-ground war. Inspired, initially, to defend his home place against
Loyalist threats, he became one of the most senior operators in Belfast IRA. When
things turned political, there seemed to be no place for his kind of activism. THE
INSIDE STORY BY A SENIOR IRA MAN
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This is a comprehensive, detailed and humane account of the thousands who came
into custody during the years of the Northern Ireland conflict and how they lived
out the months, years and decades in Irish and English maximum security prisons.
Erupting in 1969, the Northern Ireland troubles continued with terrible intensity
until 1998. The most enduring civil conflict in Western Europe since the Second
World War cost almost 4,000 lives, inflicted a vast toll of injuries and wrought much
destruction. Based on extensive archival research and numerous interviews, this
book covers the jurisdictions of Northern Ireland, the Republic of Ireland and
England, providing an account of riots, escapes, strip and dirty protests and hunger
strikes. It paints a picture of coming to terms with sentences, some of which lasted
for two decades and more. Republicans and loyalists, male and female prisoners,
officials and staff, families, supporters, clergy and politicians all played a part – and
all were changed. The narrative includes some of the most remarkable events in
prison history anywhere – mass breakouts, organised cell-fouling and prolonged
nakedness, and hunger striking to the death; there are also accounts of the
prisoners’ very effective parallel command structure. The book shows how AngloIrish and intra-Irish relations were profoundly affected and how the prisoners’
involvement and consent were critical to the Good Friday Agreement that ended the
long war. The final part of a trilogy dealing with Irish political prisoners from 1848
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to 2000 by renowned expert Seán McConville, this is an essential resource for
students and scholars of Irish history and Irish political prisoners; it is also a major
contribution to the study of imprisonment.
The story of contemporary Ireland is inseparable from the story of the official
republican movement, a story told here for the first time - from the clash between
Catholic nationalist and socialist republicanism in the 1960s and '70s through the
Workers' Party's eventual rejection of irredentism. A roll-call of influential
personalities in the fields of politics, trade unionism and media - many still operating
at the highest levels of Irish public life - passed though the ranks of this secretive
movement, which never achieved its objectives but had a lasting influence on the
landscape of Irish politics. 'A vibrant, balanced narrative' Diarmaid Ferriter, Irish
Times Books of the Year 'An indispensable handbook' Maurice Hayes, Irish Times
'Hugely impressive' Irish Mail on Sunday 'Excellent' Sunday Business Post
From the Plantation of Ulster in the seventeenth century to the entry into peace
talks in the late twentieth century the Northern Irish people have been engaged in
conflict - Catholic against Protestant, Republican against Unionist. The traumas of
violence in the Northern Ireland Troubles have cast a long shadow. For many years,
this appeared to be an intractable conflict with no pathway out. Mass mobilisations
of people and dramatic political crises punctuated a seemingly endless succession of
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bloodshed. When in the 1990s and early 21st century, peace was painfully built, it
brought together unlikely rivals, making Northern Ireland a model for conflict
resolution internationally. But disagreement about the future of the province
remains, and for the first time in decades one can now seriously speak of a
democratic end to the Union between Northern Ireland and Great Britain as a
foreseeable possibility. The Northern Ireland problem remains a fundamental issue
as the United Kingdom recasts its relationship with Europe and the world. In this
completely revised edition of his Very Short Introduction Marc Mulholland explores
the pivotal moments in Northern Irish history - the rise of republicanism in the
1800s, Home Rule and the civil rights movement, the growth of Sinn Fein and the
provisional IRA, and the DUP, before bringing the story up to date, drawing on
newly available memoirs by paramilitary militants to offer previously unexplored
perspectives, as well as recent work on Nothern Irish gender relations. Mulholland
also includes a new chapter on the state of affairs in 21st Century Northern Ireland,
considering the question of Irish unity in the light of both Brexit and the
approaching anniversary of the 1921 partition, and drawing new lessons for the
future. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford
University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These
pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our
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expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to
make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
Stakeknife
Irish Political Prisoners 1960-2000
A Vindication
Critical Engagement
Memoir of an Irish Priest
From Suir to Jarama
Turf War
In a career spanning decades, Mitchell B. Reiss has been at the center of some of
America’s most sensitive diplomatic negotiations. He is internationally recognized
for his negotiation efforts to forge peace in Northern Ireland and to stem the
nuclear crisis in North Korea. In Negotiating with Evil, Reiss distills his
experience to answer two questions more vital today than ever: Should we talk to
terrorists? And if we do, how should we conduct the negotiations in order to gain
what we want? To research this book, Reiss traveled the globe for three years,
unearthing hidden aspects of the most secret and sensitive negotiations from
recent history. He has interviewed hundreds of individuals, including prime
ministers, generals, intelligence operatives, and former terrorists in conflict-torn
regions of Europe, Asia, North Africa, and the Middle East. The result is a
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fascinating examination of the different methods countries have employed to
confront terrorist movements, the mistakes made, the victories achieved, and the
lessons learned. Negotiating with Evil is a penetrating and insightful look into
high-stakes diplomacy in the post-9/11 world and a vital contribution to the global
security debate as the United States and its allies struggle to confront terrorist
threats abroad and at home.
Throughout its history the Irish Republican Movement has been beset by splits.
The former paramilitary and author Brendan Behan famously quipped that, 'The
first thing on the agenda was always the split.' In this in-depth research Morrison
analyses the splits through his extensive range of interviews with leadership and
rank and file members of the political and paramilitary wings of the Movement.
This timely analysis shows how the splits have both aided the politicization of Sinn
Fein and the Provisional IRA while in parallel they have brought about the recent
intensification of dissident Republican paramilitary activity. He charts the rise of
groups including the Real IRA, Continuity IRA and the newly emerging 'New IRA.'
By applying his unique process model of splits Morrison provides an insightful
analysis of this long-lasting terrorist movement.
The author's trademark blend of profound insight and extensive knowledge
provides a fascinating history of the Catholic Church and the papacy by focusing
on Angelo Giuseppe Roncalli as Pope John XXIII, who awed the world with the
seminal and unprecedented changes he brought about due to his concern for
humankind. Reprint.
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\Why do people commit violent acts? This indepth case study of Provisional Irish
Republicans, based primarily on interviews with activists, goes a long way toward
explaining small group political violence. This unique oral history is valuable not
only for those concerned with Irish or British politics but also for those in many
social science disciplines and the entire sub-field of terrorism and political
violence. This is interesting reading that makes the Irish political activists come
alive. The case study opens with a history of the IRA and the Provisional Irish
Republican Army and Provisional Sinn Fein since 1969. The people who participate
in the republican movement are described in vivid detail; they tell about
themselves and how they were recruited. The findings, implications, and a
mobilization/political process perspective are analyzed carefully.
Taking a Stand
Pope John XXIII
The Irish Government and Northern Ireland
Out of the Ashes
Insider
When to Talk to Terrorists
Pawns in the Game: Irish Hunger Strikes 1912–1981

Terrorist groups attain notoriety through acts of violence, but threats of
future violence are just as important in attaining their political goals. Force
of Words is a groundbreaking examination of the role of threats in terrorist
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strategies. Joseph M. Brown shows how terrorists use threats, true and
false, to achieve key outcomes such as social control, economic attrition,
and policy concessions. Brown demonstrates that threats are integral to
terrorism on a tactical level as well, distracting security forces, drawing
police into traps, and warning civilians out of harm’s way when terrorists
seek to limit casualties. Force of Words reorients the field of terrorism
studies, prioritizing the symbolic, psychological dimension that makes this
form of conflict distinctive. It expands the study of terrorist propaganda by
detailing how militants tailor their threats to send the desired political
message. Drawing on rich interview data, quantitative evidence, and case
studies of the IRA, ETA, the Tamil Tigers, Shining Path, the Túpac Amaru
Revolutionary Movement, Boko Haram, the Afghan Taliban, and ISIL, the
book offers practical guidance for interpreting terrorists’ threats and
assessing their credibility. Force of Words is essential reading for anyone
seeking to understand the logic of terrorism.
Energy efficiency is more of a journey than a battle. It starts with small
steps, taken at the local and state levels. It is a matter of identifying and
then practicing good habits in our daily lives, at home and at work. Every
idea and process described in this book, if performed reasonably well, will
put money in your pocket. You will not only save money; you will probably
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make money—and you will take important steps toward saving the planet.
Power Economics is a book for thoughtful people who want to cut their
energy costs and diminish the harmful effects of greenhouse gas emissions.
Climate change and global warming are not speculative fantasies. They are
real. They threaten communities, towns, cities, regions, nations, and
continents. Even if you don't care about polar bears and penguins, the
effects of melting icecaps and shifting ocean currents will transform your
life and the lives of the people around you. Power Economics offers
practical steps and achievable strategies for reducing the destructive
impact of climate change and global warming. Yes, we need energy to live
and to sustain our economies. But we don’t need to burn fossil fuels and
release CO2 gas at levels that will result in a global catastrophe. There are
reasonable alternatives to our current practices. None of the ideas that
described in this book are entirely new or totally unfamiliar. They aren't
extreme or bizarre. They won't require harsh or draconian measures to
work. All of them follow basic rules of common sense and can be achieved
at reasonable cost. "I have done my best to convey the complexity and
urgency of the matter. I hope that you find this book informative and useful.
Working together, we can shed many of our wasteful energy habits and
begin the task of building a world that is safe, sustainable and healthy,"
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writes author and energy expert Elena Cahill.
BESTSELLER An explosive exposé of how British military intelligence really
works, from the inside. The stories of two undercover agents -- Brian
Nelson, who worked for the Force Research Unit (FRU), aiding loyalist
terrorists and murderers in their bloody work; and the man known as
Stakeknife, deputy head of the IRA's infamous ‘Nutting Squad', the internal
security force which tortured and killed suspected informers.
In contrast to the widely held assumption that terrorists as crazed fanatics,
Jerrold Post demonstrates they are psychologically "normal" and that
"hatred has been bred in the bone". He reveals the powerful motivations
that drive these ordinary people to such extraordinary evil by exploring the
different types of terrorists, from national-separatists like the Irish
Republican Army to social revolutionary terrorists like the Shining Path, as
well as religious extremists like al-Qaeda and Aum Shinrikyo. In The Mind
of the Terrorist, Post uses his expertise to explain how the terrorist mind
works and how this information can help us to combat terrorism more
effectively.
Force of Words
The Lost Revolution
The Clinton Administration and Northern Ireland
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Negotiating with Evil
A Life in the IRA
The Role and Impact of Organizational Splits
Pilgrimage of Desolation
Tom Barry chronicles the action-packed life of the Commander of the Third West Cork
Flying Column and one of the great architects of modern guerrilla warfare in Ireland's
fight for freedom. 'The false surrender' controversy, during the decisive Kilmichael
ambush, is brought into sharp focus in this book, so also is the controversy regarding
sectarianism during the 1920-22 period.
In recent years, mental illness has been frequently discussed in relation to
radicalization, violence, and terrorism, yet there are few resources that explore the
broad range of interconnecting factors that lead to this complex behavioural
phenomenon. Terrorism, Violent Radicalization and Mental Health brings together
distinct disciplinary and ideological narratives on the political, social, economic, and
cultural aspects of radicalisation and terrorism today. Across 18 chapters, it assesses a
wide range of groups and types of extremism and terrorism from around the world, as
well as key topics such as technology, social and international policies, ethics and
cultural competency, and the role psychiatrists and mental health professionals play in
treatment, management, and prevention. Written and edited by a multidisciplinary team
of mental health professionals, researchers, and legal experts from around the world,
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this resource bringing together theoretical and evidence-based perspectives, as well as
practical real-life cases and first-person accounts, and suggestions for future
interventions.
Provisional Irish Republicans: An Oral and Interpretive History
From Partition to Brexit
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